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Local Marangoni number at the onset of hydrothermal waves
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We report the results of an experiment in which a layer of fluid, placed in a container open to the air, is
subjected to a horizontal temperature differenceDT. The fluid heighth is kept constant and both the horizontal
temperature difference and the horizontal dimensions of the fluid layer are changed. In this configuration, when
DT goes beyond a certain threshold, waves propagating from the cold to the hot side appear~hydrothermal
waves! with a determined group velocity. We study the influence of the container geometry on these waves.
Close to the threshold, they are spatially localized near the hot side and a local Marangoni number is defined
to describe this behavior. IfDT is further increased, the waves fill the whole fluid layer. We also find an
agreement between our experimental results and theoretical works and simulations.

PACS number~s!: 47.20.Dr, 47.54.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The results of an experiment in which a horizontal te
perature gradient is imposed on a fluid layer open to the
are presented in this paper. An analytical study of these
tems is difficult to carry out due to the existence of boun
aries. The boundary conditions and the presence of ver
boundary layers complicate any realistic theoretical study
fact, some divergences are found between theoretical
experimental works. In the former, the layer is often assum
to have an infinite horizontal length and a constant temp
ture gradient. As a result, the analytical calculus and
simulations are feasible but models are not as close to
periments as one would wish.

In this system, i.e., a fluid layer heated from the side
basic flow appears as soon as a temperature differenceDT
.0 is applied between the hot and the cold walls. It cons
in a roll with the axis perpendicular to the gradient. A surfa
flow is created from the hot to the cold side, and a ret
flow appears at the bottom. This basic flow, homogeneou
the direction perpendicular to the temperature gradient,
be destabilized mainly by the action of buoyancy and th
mocapillary forces. WhenDT is increased over a certai
threshold@DTc(h)#, the basic flow destabilizes and hydr
thermal waves appear via a supercritical bifurcation@1#. Two
nondimensional numbers evaluate the magnitude of th
forces versus the viscous dissipation. The Marangoni num

Ma5

U]s

]TUbh2

rnk

is the ratio between thermocapillary forces and viscous
sipation, and the Rayleigh number

Ra5
gabh4

nk

is the ratio between buoyancy forces and viscous dissipa
(g is the gravitational acceleration,b the horizontal tempera
ture gradient,a the thermal expansion coefficient,r the fluid
density,n the kinematic viscosity,k the thermal diffusivity,
ands is the interfacial tension!.
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The first linear stability analysis of this system was c
ried out by Smith and Davis@2# considering fluids with dif-
ferent Prandtl numbers (Pr5n/k). Only thermocapillary
forces were taken into account, neglecting particularly
role of gravity. They found that a pair of traveling wave
appears superimposed to the basic flow for a particular va
of the temperature gradient, traveling at a certain angle w
respect to it. The dependence of some properties of
waves~frequency, wave number, and angle of propagati!
on the Pr number was found. A few years later, Smith@3#
explained in a qualitative way the instability mechanism g
ing rise to these hydrothermal waves: a perturbation on
temperature field amplified by the interaction with the velo
ity field.

Buoyancy forces, however, were not taken into accou
They were included in the works of Gershuniet al. @4#, Par-
mentieret al. @5#, and Mercier and Normand@6#. In the lat-
ter, a transition from oscillatory modes towards stea
modes is found for a certain fluid height, as was observed
Daviaud et al. @7#. Depending on the value of the flui
height, one of the two forces~buoyancy or thermocapillarity!
dominates over the other one. As hydrothermal waves
thermocapillary instabilities, it is reasonable to choose a fl
layer of small depth so that thermocapillary forces domin
over buoyancy. Many experiments have been performed
shallow layers, with rectangular or annular containers a
with similar or very different horizontal dimensions@7,8,10–
14#. In some of them, the influence of the side walls is o
vious while in others it is not quite clear.

As it seems that the instability mechanisms for small
large Pr number are different@3#, we expect to obtain both in
a fluid with intermediate Pr number. In the range of Pr nu
bers from 4 to 30, a rich variety of dynamical behaviors h
been observed. In several experiments with Pr.30 and vari-
ous geometries@8,10,11#, traveling waves have been see
with their wave vector parallel to the temperature gradie
For fluids whose Pr number has a value between 4 and
the situation is different. When the distance between the
and cold walls,l x ~referred to asend wallsin the following!,
was much shorter than the distance between the lateral w
l y ~referred to asside walls!, an angle of propagation~angle
between the wave vector and the temperature gradient! close
477 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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478 PRE 62PELACHO, GARCIMARTÍN, AND BURGUETE
to 90° was measured@7,12#. However, if l x is similar to l y ,
the angle of propagation has a value between 40° and
@13# or 23° @14#.

The first objective of our work is to find out the influenc
of the geometry on the hydrothermal waves and try to ma
the results of those experiments, providing an explanation
their physical behavior. To do this, we made a container w
variable l x and l y in order to try to recover the results o
previous experiments~for l x! l y , l x. l y , l y! l x! and recon-
cile the seemingly divergent observations.

As hydrothermal waves are originated by thermocapill
stresses, our experiment is performed in a shallow layer w
constant heighth51.5 mm, in which the Marangoni numbe
is more than four times bigger than the Rayleigh num
(Ra/Ma<0.25) so that thermocapillary effects are presum
to dominate over the buoyancy ones.

The second aim of this study concerns the Marang
number at the threshold of the waves. There is often a
crepancy between the theoretical value of the Ma num
and the value obtained in experiments. In all the experime
the measured Ma number is bigger than the analytical o
calculated taking a constant horizontal temperature grad
On the contrary, in experimental systems end walls are
avoidable and the temperature gradient changes abru
near them, yielding a critical global Ma number bigger th
the theoretical one. This global Ma number is calcula
from the temperature difference between the end walls.
we will explain, one needs to consider the locally measu
MaL number as the parameter of the system instead o
global Ma number.

This paper is divided in the following sections. Section
contains the experimental procedures. In Sec. III we sh
the results concerning the influence of the geometry,
measured local Marangoni number, and the amplitude of
hydrothermal waves. Finally, in Sec. IV we state some c
clusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A silicon oil of kinematic viscosityn50.65 cSt and Pr
510 is poured into a nylon container with the upper surfa
open to the air. The height of the fluid is set at 1.5 mm us
a micrometer with an accuracy of 10m m. Owing to the fast
evaporation of the fluid a cover was needed to reduce i
much as possible. We measured that in two hours~time
enough to make one experimental run! the height decrease
by about 2%. In the range of the applied temperatures
physical properties of the fluid do not suffer a great chan
~the Boussinesq approximation is valid!.

The container~Fig. 1! has two copper blocks at opposi
sides and two plexiglass blocks placed perpendicularly to
copper blocks. The distance between the copper end wa
l x and the distance between the plexiglass side walls isl y .
One of the copper blocks is movable so thatl x can be
changed from 41 mm to 100 mm. Both plexiglass blocks
also movable in the same range. A temperatureT1 is im-
posed on one of the copper walls (x50) and a temperature
T2,T1 on the other wall. They are approximately sym
metrical to the room temperature (.22 °C). Thus a tempera
ture gradient is established along thex axis. The mass of the
copper pieces is big enough to ensure that their tempera
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is not disturbed by the temperature oscillations of the flu
At the bottom of the container an aluminum sheet provid
an approximately linear temperature profile.

The external parameters are therefore the horizontal t
perature difference (DT5T12T2) and the distancesl x and
l y . In order to measureT1 and T2 two thermocouples are
stuck on the inner side of the copper blocks near the fluid
thermocouple is also placed above the fluid at the middle
the cell to monitor the room temperature.

The control ofT1 andT2 was achieved as follows. Coo
water coming from a thermostatic bath (60.01 °C) is circu-
lated inside one of the copper blocks. On the other cop
block an electrical heater, glued to its outer side, is c
trolled by means of a PID loop~see Fig. 1!. The amplitude of
temperature oscillations in both sides is smaller than 0.02

A shadowgraph of the fluid is captured by a camera a
stored in the computer. Spatiotemporal diagrams are mad
order to obtain the main physical properties of the wav
frequency, wave number, and angle of propagation. An
planation of this technique can be found in Ref.@8#. Other
characteristics of the waves, such as the group velocity, h
been obtained using the techniques described in Ref.@9#.

In order to measure the temperature profile in the fluid
thermocouple is introduced inside it and moved by anxyz
motorized micrometer. It is programmed and controlled b
computer to get the temperature data at different space
time intervals depending on whether it is moving in thex,y,
or z axis. Between 50 and 100 temperature data points,
pending on the value ofl x , are registered to obtain a goo
temperature profile. The time spent in each measureme
much longer than the response time of the thermocou
t th,0.2 s. A noninvasive method was also used to meas
the temperature at the surface: an infrared sensor place
mm above the fluid surface.

FIG. 1. Side view~above! and top view~below! of the con-
tainer. TemperatureT2 is stabilized by a regulated thermal bath a
T1 by a PID control acting on a heating resistance. The heigh
the fluid layer ish51.5 mm.
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III. RESULTS

WhenDT5T12T2 is increased, the basic flow destab
lizes and a pair of oblique traveling waves appears supe
posed to the basic flow. Waves, as observed by shadow
phy, appear near the hot side in a region close to the
walls. WhenDT is further increased, the region where t
waves exist grows up to fill the container.

Each wave propagates with a wave vectorkW as shown in
Fig. 2 ~left side!, pointing towards the hot side, and formin
an angleu with the temperature gradient¹W T. We will refer
to the wave propagating in the positive~negative! y direction
as kW 1 (kW 2). Each one of these waves has the same wa
number modulusuku, with opposite y component,ky

1.
2ky

2 , and consequently with opposite angle of propagat
u1.2u2. At the right side of Fig. 2 a spatiotemporal di
gram is shown as obtained for a line parallel to they axis. In
Sec. III A we will explain this result in more detail.

The first step is to characterize the thermal behavior of
fluid layer and, in particular, to evaluate the temperature g
dient ¹W T(x,y,z) at each point. The results explained in t
following apply to all the geometrical configurations (l x ,l y).
In order to see if the local horizontal gradient depends oz,
several vertical profiles were obtained at different pla
(x,y) moving the thermocouple along thez axis. Then we
calculated the variation of the horizontal temperature gra
ent at different depths. This variation was about 2 %, so
horizontal temperature gradient is approximately the sa
regardless ofz, except near the end walls. Forh.3 mm, the
temperature field becomesz-dependent@16# and other effects
must be taken into account.

To obtain the temperature field in a horizontal plane
thermocouple is introduced in the fluid at different depthz
and moved in thex-y plane. Along thex direction, far from
the end walls the temperature profile is nearly linear, so thx
component of the gradient is approximately constant. N
the end walls, the temperature varies abruptly@see Fig. 3~a!:
typically 3 °C near each end wall, in the regionsx
,10 mm and x.90 mm#, and thus the central gradien
u¹W Tux5 l x/2 is smaller thanDT/ l x .

Along the y direction, the temperature remains stable

FIG. 2. ~a! Shadowgraph image of the oblique traveling wav
appearing near the hot end;~b! picture of a spatiotemporal diagram
obtained by taking a vertical line in they direction at regular inter-
vals. In this case the applied temperature difference isDTc

510 °C and the distancesl x575 mm, l y5100 mm.
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the central region, far from the side walls, and so the grad
has only anx component, i.e.,]yT.0. Near the two side
walls, the temperature decreases 0.15 °C in a zone abol d
.15 mm wide@Fig. 3~b!#. For small l y , the instability ob-
served is different~thermocapillary waves are not seen!.

We measured the critical temperature differenceDTc at
the appearance of the waves using two methods to obs
them. First, with spatiotemporal diagrams we can distingu
the traveling waves nearDTc . However, previous works@1#
have shown that shadowgraphy can induce an overestim
of the threshold. To avoid this, a second method is us
recording the temporal evolution of the fluid temperatu
with thermocouples and an infrared sensor. The threshol
determined by the appearance of oscillations in the temp
signal. The minimum detectable temperature amplitude
which we found oscillations is 0.02 °C, and there was
noticeable difference in the experimental resolution on
threshold values obtained with both methods.

In our case, the experimental parameters are homo
neous in they direction, and as expected the wave dynam
does not show any change along this axis. A dynamical
havior can be observed in thex direction if we go beyond the
threshold. As has been shown in previous works, the wa
appear via a supercritical bifurcation@1#, and then near the
threshold the wave can be described by

S~y,t !5A~y,t !exp@ i ~kyy2v0t !#1c.c.,

whereA obeys a complex Ginzburg-Landau equation:

] tA1vy
gr]yA5eA1j0

2~11 ic1!]yyA2g~11 ic2!uAu2A,

FIG. 3. Horizontal temperature profiles atz50.5 mm from the
bottom, for l x5100 mm andl y5100 mm.~a! Temperature profile
alongx. The curve contains more than 80 data points obtained w
waves appear, forDT'DTc . For x,10 mm andx.90 mm the
profile is not more linear due to the presence of lateral bound
layers in both end walls.~b! Temperature profile along they axis.
The influence of the side walls is noticeable aty515 mm near this
side.
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wherevy
gr is they component of the group velocity,j0 is the

correlation length,g is the saturation, ande is the distance
from the threshold@9#. This description will be used in the
following.

A. Influence of the container geometry

Our first objective, as we have said, is to ascertain
influence of the container dimensions (l x ,l y) on the thresh-
old of the waves. To do this we have changed these par
eters separately, varyingl y with l x5const, and after tha
varying l x with l y5const.

In Fig. 4 the influence ofl y on DTc is shown for a con-
stant l x5100 mm. It is clear that there is a damping effe
when l y is very short. This was observed before in som
simulations@15# and this can be interpreted as a conseque
of the finite size of the cell. It is known that in finite-siz
systems@18,19#, the boundary conditions stabilize the bas
state and the threshold increases,e l y

* 5(j0p/ l y)
2. In our sys-

tem, the control parameter is the temperature gradientb and
we expect it to increase whenl y decreases in the formb
5b`(11j0

2p2/ l y
2), whereb` corresponds to the thresho

in an infinite layer. In Fig. 4, we show the threshold valu
DTc as a function of l y , and a fit DTc( l y)5DT`(1
1p2j0

2/sy
2), wheresy5 l y22l d is the effectivey dimension,

DT`511 °C, andj056.5 mm.ly .
As mentioned before, for smalll y other instability mecha-

nisms can appear. This is in concordance with the result
Fig. 4, where the experimental data obtained forl y
541 mm correspond to a mixture of different instabiliti
that grow before the hydrothermal waves appear.

In addition, the group velocity of these waves is not ne
ligible ~see below!, which makes the instability convective a
the thresholdec50 @20#. In finite-size cells we can observ
only the waves when the absolute thresholdea.ec is sur-
passed, thus yielding an overestimate of the threshold.

If l x is reduced maintainingl y constant at 100 mm, the
thresholdDTc decreases~Fig. 5!. This was expected becaus

FIG. 4. Thresholds of hydrothermal waves forl x5100 mm and
variablel y (1). Solid line: Fit of the experimental data~see expla-
nation in the text!. For l y541 mm a mixture of different instabili-
ties has been observed.
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as l x is reduced, a smallerDTc is needed to attain the sam
gradientb and the same value of Ma.

Taking into account some experimental results related
the geometrical influence over the generation of travel
waves, an interesting general behavior can be set. One
observe a transition from the basic flow to a traveling wav
pattern when the approximated linear relation betweenl x / l y
andDTc , shown in Fig. 6 (1 symbol!, is reached. Actually
we are studying the reasons for this behavior. In this pictu
the results found by the authors of Refs.@1,7,16# are com-
patible with our results. The discrepancy of the thresh
found in the work of Ref.@13# is probably due to the differ-
ence between the thermal conditions at the bottom of
cell. In this latter case the bottom is not a good conduc
and the temperature profile at the bottom is not linear~i.e.,
the temperature gradient is not constant!, whereas in our ex-

FIG. 5. Temperature difference at threshold of hydrotherm
waves (DTc), for l y5100 mm, as a function ofl x (d). Solid line:
linear fit for the thresholds.

FIG. 6. Phase diagram for hydrothermal waves depending
the ratio (l x/ l y) ~TW denotes traveling waves and BF denotes ba
flow!. 1, data obtained in our experiment. Below these points o
the basic flow is present and above them traveling waves app
The rest of the points show the results of various experiments
the presence of traveling modes:3 for Refs.@16,7#, ! for Ref. @1#,
L for Ref. @13#, and * for the work of Ref.@12#.
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periment the conductor bottom provides a better aproxim
tion to the theoretical analysis, which considers a cons
temperature gradient. The traveling mode given by Ref.@12#
corresponds to a fluid with high Prandtl number, Pr517,
which can be the reason for the divergence.

From the spatiotemporal diagrams we can get the m
physical properties of the waves~wave numberukW u, fre-
quencyv, and angle of propagationu) and their variation
with the geometry. In the casel x5100 mm and variablel y ,
the angle of propagation of thek1(k2) oblique wave in-
creases~decreases! from 35 °(235°) to 52° (252°) as l y
decreases@Fig. 7~a!#. If l x! l y , the angle has a value slightl
above 30°, which is contrary to what is found in other wor
@7,12#, namelyc;90°, maybe due to the constraint in thex
direction of their container. Our value, however, agrees w
the results obtained in@16# for the casesl x520 mm andl x
530 mm, l y5250 mm, andh51.5 mm: the angle obtaine
is f51802c52.6 rad, thusc.31°. If l x is similar to l y ,
the angle has a value between 30° and 40°, a result in ag
ment with Refs.@13,14#, wherel x560 mm andl y550 mm
for the first reference, andl x530 mm andl y550 mm for the

FIG. 7. Angle of propagation~a!, modulus of the wave numbe
~b!, and frequency~c! for l x5100 mm, as a function ofl y . The
values are given at the thresholdDTc of the hydrothermal waves.
-
nt

in

h

e-

second. Finally, ifl x@ l y the angle approaches 55°.
The same trend is observed for the angular freque

(v52p f , wheref is the frequency! and for the modulus of
the wave number: in the casel x5100 mm and variablel y ,
ukW u decreases from 2.3 to 1.5 mm21 with increasingl y @Fig.
7~b!#, andw also decreases from 2.75 to 1.46 Hz@Fig. 7~c!#.
In addition, asl y is increased, the value of the componentkx
changes from 2 mm21 to 1.1 mm21, for l x5100 mm, and
the componentky decreases from 2 mm21 to 0.94 mm21.

The dispersion relationsv(kx,y) have been obtained in
the x andy directions from spatiotemporal diagrams, as e
plained in Ref. @9#. The group velocityvW gr5(]v/]kx) x̂
1(]v/]ky) ŷ can be calculated, and compared to the ph
velocity vW ph. For the considered waves, we foundvx

gr;vx
ph

and vy
gr; 2

3 vy
ph. This result confirms that the wave train

propagate from the cold to the hot end walls of the cell a
that the waves originate in a source at the center of the
@21# and not at the side walls.

This experiment is a good system to study the effects o
convective instability in finite systems and the transition
an absolute one. Similar experiments currently under w
@17# show that this effect can be responsible for the gene
tion of wave packets in they direction ~wall modes@18#!.

B. Local Marangoni number

If the temperature difference of Fig. 5 is fitted by
straight line, the value of the average gradient (T1

2T2 )/ l x and the corresponding Marangoni number (M
.473) are found. This value is larger than the theoreti
one (Ma.350) for this experimental configuration@2#. We
presume that the difference is due mainly to the influence
the end walls, which leads to a nonlinear temperature pro

Nevertheless, if the average temperature gradient is ta
to calculate the Ma number, it amounts to consider the g
dient constant alongx. To show that this is not the case,
thermocouple is introduced in the fluid atz50.5 mm from
the bottom and moved along the gradient direction taking
temperature at even distances~1 mm!. We can then draw the
horizontal temperature profile@Fig. 3~a!#. As said before, the
temperature is nearly constant along they direction, so the
temperature gradient can be calculated at every pointxi as
bL(xi)5]T/]xux5xi

. As we stated, the temperature profi
remains constant for different depthsz, and the local tem-
perature gradient isz-independent. From the horizontal pro
file of Fig. 3~a!, a local Marangoni number MaL is calculated
at each point,

MaL5

U]s

]TUbLh2

rnk
,

wherebL5udT/dxu anddx51 mm.
The result is shown in Fig. 8 forl x5100 mm andl y

5100 mm. Close to both sides there exists a region of
mm that corresponds to the meniscus and the region w
the flow is no longer parallel to the surface~vertical dashed
lines!.

It is interesting to note that the value MaL5350640
~straight line! defines a zone near the hot side where wa
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appear: they approximately fill 10 mm up to the beginning
the meniscus zone. Thus, it can be said that MaL.350 is a
critical value above which waves appear in the contain
The horizontal temperature profiles at the surface obtai
with the infrared sensor produce the same value of MaL .

This result prompted us to think that the right way
obtain the Ma number is to measure it locally. According
this, if DT is increased, the curve of MaL raises up and as
consequence the zone of waves increases in size bec
there is a larger zone of the fluid whose MaL is bigger than
the critical one. For aDT big enough, waves fill the whole
container. This can explain why usually the critical Ma nu
ber found in most of the experiments differs from the o
calculated theoretically.

C. Amplitude of the waves

According to the shadowgraph images, hydrotherm
waves appear near the hot side at some distance from
wall. In order to study the instability, it is interesting to kno
how the amplitude varies alongx. As an example, we presen
the results corresponding toDT511.9 °C, where the wave
are present in a smallx-y region of the container. The hori
zontal dimensions arel x5100 mm andl y5100 mm. We
measured the temperature fromx52 mm ~near the hot cop-
per block! to x528 mm~towards the cold side! at each mil-
limeter, inside the region where waves are seen. At e
point, the temporal evolution of the temperature is taken d
ing several minutes. A Fourier analysis determines the
quency and the amplitude for eachx ~Fig. 9!. In the region
x.20 mm, there are no waves. For 12,x<20 the amplitude

FIG. 8. Local Marangoni number calculated from the profile
Fig. 3~a! for l x5100 mm andl y5100 mm. Forx,10 mm andx
.90 mm ~dotted vertical lines!, meniscus effects are strong. F
MaL>350, waves show up and propagate towardsT1 .

FIG. 9. Peak-to-peak amplitude vsx, for DT511.9 °C andl x

5100 mm, l y5100 mm. The maximum of the temperature distu
bances is located near the hot side (T1) and waves travel from righ
to left. This result agrees with that presented in Fig. 6 of Ref.@15#.
f
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increases asx decreases, with a maximum of the amplitu
located at a distance ofx512 mm, near the place where th
meniscus becomes important. For 8,x<12 the amplitude
decreases withx decreasing, and finally vanishes forx,8.
We have tried to find a relation between the temperat
amplitude of the waves,A(x), and the distance to the thresh
old at each point:e(x)5@MaL(x)2Mac# /Mac . In particu-
lar, we tried to find a relation of the typeA5e1/2 but the
experimental resolution was not high enough because a
cision of mK/mm in the determination of the temperatu
gradient is necessary to distinguish between various la
Future work will be done to obtain this relation.

If we compare this result with the numerical simulatio
of Xu and Zebib@15# in a fluid with Pr510, the same con-
clusion is found: waves travel from right (T2) to left (T1)
filling a zone near the hot side. The amplitude is maximu
near the hot side and decreases towards the cold side
waves disappear. Obviously, this result is in contrast with
theoretical one@2–6# in which waves appear filling the
whole container at the threshold. This is due to the fact t
the Ma number is not uniform in a finite fluid layer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of the container geometry in the convect
of a laterally heated fluid layer has been studied in the c
of an intermediate Pr number, showing the dependenc
some physical properties of the waves~frequency, wave
number, angle of propagation!. The influence of the latera
confinement on the threshold has also been established q
titatively. In particular, a shorterl y gives rise to a higher
threshold as well as a bigger frequency and wave num
We have reproduced the results of previous experime
works for the casesl x. l y @13,14# and l x! l y @16#, although
in some experiments the confinement causes a diffe
angle@7#.

In the y direction the dynamics has homogeneous exp
mental parameters and so the supercritical bifurcation ca
described by a complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. T
components of the group velocity (vx

gr ,vy
gr), the correlation

length (j0), and the distance from the threshold (e) are de-
termined for this experiment.

We have shown that the right way to obtain the M
rangoni number is to measure it locally. Hydrothermal wav
arise when a critical MaL5350 is reached and they expand
the gradient direction over a region near the hot side. As ML
increases, the zone where waves exist grows and event
the entire layer is filled with them.

The amplitude of the waves decreases asx increases
showing a maximum at 12 mm from the hot side. This res
is in agreement with recent numerical simulations@15#.
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